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INHl ooueT I ON 

In recent years there has been a flourish of published 

materials in the area of reading instruction. This writer has 

observed that companies have been very quick to respond to the 

criticisms of reading speciAlists by publishing new readers 

and elaborate systems. They first reacted to critics who said 

there was not enough phonics emphasis in the programs; then 

they changed the all-white middle-class format; and lately 

they have been working on additional or enrichment materials. 

Too often students in the reading instruction programs have 

made the assumption thRt these materials are meeting the needs 

of the children just because they are new publications. More 

time needs to be taken to actively evaluate these new materials 

in light of our ever-ch~nging understandings of reading concepts. 

This thesis is an attempt to critically analyze some new 

basal readers in light of their readiness programs. The paper 

is in two parts, Part One being a discussion of the desirable 

qualities of a good rea iness program according to certair ac

knowledged experts in the field, and Part Two being the analysis 

of the texts. It is hoped that this thesis will not only help 

those immediate contemporaries of the author take a closer look 

at these specific texts, but also encourage the continuing 

analysis of new texts. 



Part One 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, educators 

have been concerned with a thing called reading readiness. 

It was defined by Albert J. Harris as "a state of qeneral 

maturity which, when reached, allows a child to learn to 

read withClut excess difficulty." 1 It seems that "in ,Qmerican 

schools there has always been a close association between 
2 s tar tin g ~; c h 00 I and s tar tin q tor e ad. II Howe v e r, e d u cat a r s 

began t~ rotice that there was a hiqh rate of repeaters in the 

first grace due to reading difficulties, and this led to the 

concept of reading readiness, which would help develop certain 

abilities believed to be necessary for normal readinG skills 

to occur. This concept of readiness and what it enccmpasses 

has changed many times, but more and more studies have shown 

that IIreacing readiness is not one thing. It is not a single 

package of certain kinds and amounts of abilities." 3 It must 

become different things for different children, or it does not 

serve to ready them personally. 

Because the readiness concept is so complex and yet so 

important to the developmental readinq process, it should be 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

Harris, Albert J., How to Increase Readinr Ability, 
5 the d i t ion, rn c Kay, ---oa vi d, Co f:l i; any, Inc • ~J e w Yo r k ) , p • 
Durkin, Dolores, TeaChing Them ~ Read, .A.llyn & Bacon, 
Inc. (Rockleigh, N.J.), 1970, p. 19. 
I bi~. 
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studied carefully before a certain pro~r8m is applied. A look 

at what three reading experts consider important to a reaciness 

program should help establish a criteria by llihich to evaluate 

certain texts. The experts in this case are Dolores Durkin, 

Albert J. Harris, and Arthur W. Heilman, the respective authors 

of Teachir~ ~ 1£ Read, How ~ Increase Readino Ability, and 

P r inc i pIe ~~ and P r a c tic e s £f. Tea chi n 9 Rea q in gin w hie h the 

following beliefs concer'ling rea'ing readiness UJere uncovered. 

All three experts listed ~any of the same itrms needed 

for an effective reaJing readiness program. The first topic 

was that of a testing oevice which should be used sometime 

during kindergarten or the bee inning of first orade to 

determine the readiness level the child was already at. This 

w''::''lld help the teacher know FJh2_ch children ne8ded a specific 

readiness pro~ram and also w~ich abilities needed to be stressed. 

many school systems or in~ivid~al classrooms fail in this first 

basic step: they simply provide a six-week readiness course for 

all first graJrTs. This unneces~arily delays many children who 

are already capable of beginning the rrading process, and it 

also limits the children who need the program to only six 

weeks, eVE~n if they need mers. 

Another important point brouQht cut by the specialists 

was that the readiness program shcld be rich and varied. 

It should be designed t~ meet individual needs and differences 

so that Bach child is benefiLted ~ccording to his speci~l 

problems and abilities. This is where the teacher comes in 

ana plays such an irrportant role. It is impossible to use any 

one program straight thr~u~h to its co~pletion for each child 

and still meet individual needs. The teacher must select from 

available prograns and materials these thinqs that certain 

children might benefit from; she must be able to create or 

suppl ment new items for further study; she must constantly 

evaluate the progress of each child so that his attention is 
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focused on just the abilities he needs for rrading to beqin 

successfu~ly. These things do not come from a set program, 

and they do not reQuire a specific Inngth of time, but only 

through these methods can a truly helpful incividlwlized 

program be set up. 

Dolores Durkin had much to offer concprning many basal 

reading systems. ShE believes that workbooks, Dhich have 

often been the only thine used for a r~adiness program, should 

provide for varying abilities and not assume that one level 

of wcrk goes with one level of reading. This me2ns that the 

same skil:_s should be approached at differing levels to account 

for individual diffErences in the classroom, and that the 

workbook ~3hould not necessarily be gone thr:JlIgh paqe by page 

by every child. An experienced teacher would be more apt to 

have avai~able worksheets and &ssiqnments of varyinq ability 

levels than a beginrinq teAcher, who usually relies heavily on 

the basal system. 

Durk:'_n says th2it "the concept of readiness denotes a 

relationst~ - in this case, a relationship betwesn the 

abilities and understandings of a child and the type and 
4 

quality of reading instruction that will be offered." cates 

also referred to this idea in 1936 when he lurote," The optimum 

time of beginninq reading is not entirely dependent upon the 

nature of the child himself, but it is a lar~e measure determined 

by the nature of the readino program." 5 This would tend to 

imply that reading readiness proqra~s set up by basal reading 

systems do help introduce the child to the program he will be 

using. 

Heilman also believed that the strength of the rea~iness 

program is in the capability of the teacher to make it 

relevant to e2ch child. He said that "programs of instruction 

designed to develop readiness should differ considerably from 

4. Ibid., p. 69. 
5. Gat~s in Durkin, Teaching Them l£ Read, p. 69. 



classrJom to classroom. If one were to recommend that a 

particular program be adopted for all children, this ~Quld 

negatEl what is known about individual differences." 6 

Although this attitude would seem to belittle the 

importance of the basal system, Harris points out that "the 

suggestions for supplementary and enrichment readiness 

activities in the teachers' guides" can be very helpful in 
7 developing a good varied pr~~ram. These extra ideas can 

actually be very uSE,ful in naking a structured program an 

individua:ized one, ready for use with small groups. 

4 

Durkin, Harris, and Heilman all listed certain things 

which should be noted concerning the student at the beginning 

of reading instruction. The readiness level can be asc8rt2ined 

by considering the following items: chronologicAl age, mental 

age, I.Q., visual perception, auditory perception, vision, 

hearing, general health, physical maturity, cultur21 level 

of environment, richness of experience, vocabulary, emotional 

stabilitYt group particupation, and interest in books. A close 

examination of these aspects will help the teacher deternine 

wnat specific items a child needs help with. Then the teacher 

should look to the readiness pronram, and hopefully find all 

of the important in~redients necess2ry to help that child. 

By combining the i~8as of all three speciQlists and by 

referr~ng to the above list of readiness abilities, one can 

arrive at a checklist for reading readiness programs. A good 

rea din IJ r E' a din e ssp r 0 g ram s h 0 U 1 d pro v ide mat e ria I s for the 

folloi..!.iing items: 

1. Testing - readiness or I.Q. 

2. Visual Discrim:nation 

3. Auditory Discrimination 

4. Language Experience 

5. Vocabulary Development 

6. Interest in Books 

6. Heilman, p.45. 
7. Harris, p.54. 
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7. Left-to-Right Sequence 

8. Sequence Arranging 

9. Listenin~ Skills 

10. Individualized Lessons 

11. Enrichment and Supplementary Materials 

Some of the above factors are more particularly a part of 

the total readiness program than the basal system, so it would 

be beneficial to n~te those that are of specific concern in 

the basnl readers themselves. Of the same list of items, those 

a gooo reading system should include are the following: 

1. Visual Discrimination 

2. Auditory Discrimination 

3. Language Experience 

4. Vocabulary Development 

5. Left-to-Right Sequence 

6. Sequ9nce Arranging 

7. Listening Skills 

8. Individualized Lessons 

9. Enrichment and Supplementary materials 

This list will be the one u ~d in this paper to evaluate certain 

basal reading rf-,adiness programs. It must be understood that 

this list is by no means permanent; as new concepts are deter

mined concerning reading processes, it should be updated so 

that new evaluations are relevant to new materials. 

------ -_._------
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Part Two 

This part is c~ncerned with the ~ctual reading readiness 

programs as developed by certain publishing firms. The four 

s y s t 8 m s that w i 11 bed .i s C lJ sse dar e H 0 U " h t C' r ~: i f r Ii n (1 97 1 ) , 

LY8ns & Carnahan (1 Q 72), Scctt Foresman (1~71), and 

Macmillan (1970). The criteria for eV81uation are those 

praviously listed iteMs arrived at through a study of certain 

expsrts' opinions on reading readinsss. Here they are again 

stated: 

1. Visua10iscrimination 

2. Auditory Discrirination 

3. Lang~ag8 Experience 

4. Vocabulary Development 

5. Left-to-Right Sequence 

6. Sequence Arranging 

7. Listeninq Skills 

8. Individualized Lessons 

9 • E n ric h m 8 f1 tan d SliP iJ Ie men tar Y Ii; ate ria 1 s 

If a series does offer certain testiny devices or specific 

cuI t i v a ti. c n 0 fan i n t 8 res t i r : t: :1 C' k s, i t w i 11 0 f C~: LJ I S e b e 

mentioned as an added factor in its evaluation. 
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The reading readines~ textbo~k published by the Houghton 

ri!ifflin CClr.lpany is titled Getting Ready to Read. The cnpyright 

date is 1971. This text is described as a pre-reajing skills 

pr 0: r am all d follow s a pre-rea Jing book ca lIe d :--:: at tin 9 ~ Head 

start. This evaluation is concerned with the former book which 

deals with readiness sk ills. 

The listed pu~p[sa of this program is to ready children 

for reading not by teaching therl to "sDund out" wcrds, but 

rather by teaching them first to consider context and then 

look at the consonants. This keeps before the student the 

i r.l port an c E1 a f al way s rea c: in g for mea n in g • 

The pre-reading exercises consist of the following: 

(1) Using Spoken Context, (2) Distinquishinq Letter Forms, 

( 3) Lis t 80"\ in 9 f a I' Beg inn in 9 ::3 0 un d sin i!1 a I' d s, (4) ri~ a kin 9 

Letter-Sound Associations, (5) Using Spoken Context and Letter

Sound Helationships, (6) Lsing Sopken Context and the First 

Letter of a ~rinted Word, and (7) Matchin~ End Sounds and 

Letter Forms. 8 

No t8st is sup lied or suggested, although the teacher's 

edition does mention grouping p~pils for instruction. The 

divisions Qiven would be the "most mentC"lly mature," the 

II a v e I' age, \I an ci the II s low 1 ear n 8 r s • II 9 

Visual and auditory discrinination are worked on 1~lh8n 

each letter forn and sound are introduced. Besides this work 

on sounds, there is no specific exercise for either visual or 

auditory Uiscrimination. 

Con c E: I' n in 9 1 a n c; u age e x peri e n c e, i tis not edt h 2 t "t h 0 s e 

children whose pre-school environment has been unfavoT§ble 

8 • H 0 li 9 h ton Ii: iff 1 in, C e t tin g Rea d y t 0 r.l e ad, p. 1 • 
9 • I b j~., p. 5 • 
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for normal language d8velou~ent, and whose experiences have 

been extremely limited ••• may lack the lanouaoe dcvelop~ent 

necessary to understand the oral directions, •.• the pictures 

3nc the CCl[;lmOn situ2tions used in the context sentences." 10 

Lang~age ~xl,erience and vocabulary development then should be 

worked on before this readiness program could be effectively 

initiateo in a deprived group or classroom. 

Vocabulary development is worked on in the last twelve 

lessons in which the fcllowing fifteen words are introduced: 

a, and, go, he, I, in, is, it, not, on, the, to, we, will, and 

you. Of these fifteen words, nine were in the top ten highest 

frequency words from a computerized study of favorite library 

books. 

All fifteen words do occur frequently in the first primer 

offered by Houghton ~ifflin, so this readiness program ~rfinitely 

Ie 'ds on t.o further study in the same sy,;t.em. 

A section on rebus rea~inq does a little touard develo~ing 

an interest in bocks and also toward some idea of sequential 

order. However, no specific exercise or lesRon concentrates on 

either of these items. 

Left-to-right sequence is taught and reinforced in every 

lesson as the format of the book is in color-schemed boxes 

with items pictured in rows. These lessons deal with the 

items from left to riqht and often make note of this action. 

Listening skills are built into most lessons 0nd are usually 

an overall objective. Specific materials for listening, however, 

are not found here. 

This program is aoaptable to individualized lessons. 

Ones that are nssded can be used for one ~rson or for smnll 

~roups. The t~acher's edition even lists a shortened program 

for rapid learners 2nd talks of omitting unnecessary lessons. 

Each lesson Elso has a section called Providing for Individual 

DifferenCEs. This section cives extra sUGoestions along the 

10. ~'id., p.6. 

-------""----
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same line as the lesson. Also, extra activities and exercises 

are given in the back of the book. Some of these are special 

exercises for slow learners. A list of books recoM~ended for 

additional pr~ctice of word attack skills is also given. 

Supplementary materials are in abundance, with 22 boxes 

of plsstic objects, ~Drd cards, picture and key cards, animated 

key cards, letto cards, word covers, and a pocket or wall chart. 

There are also optional matBrials listed when additi~nal work 

is necessary in some areas. 

The reading rea0iness program developed by the L~ons & 
Carnahan Cor.'iJany is called ABC and r;1e, and it was copy-righted 

in 1972. This readiness system 00es letter by letter through 

the alphabet, a-z, w~rking on individual sounds and building 

them into words and eventually into simple sentences. There 

might be some question about going straiaht through this 

book as most teachers prefer teaching either vowels or consonants 

first. 

No general t~sting or evaluative device is suqrested for 

the beginning of the year to determine the child's level of 

readiness so that an ap!::ropriate program c~uld be arranged. 

This would have to be done independently by the te'lch8r. 

Alt.hough visual and auditory discrimination problems 

are undoubtedly encGuntered in les~ons dealing with letters 

and 8 I] I ; n d f", t h "H ear e nos p e c i f i c G x 8 r cis est 0 h e 1 p t h i 8 

situation. Some Dames and extra activities would be beneficial 

in t h i 8 a!' e a, : i 0 11] eve r • 

Stimuli for lanquage experience i8 also some hat lacking. 

"It is assumed, of course, that the children who are about to 

begin a readiness program have had ample time to adjust to 

the irs c h: ole il \1 i r I] n men tan d t hat the y h ('\ v e a 1 rea cJ y bee n q i v e n 

a rich vari8ty of lan~uage experiences -- dr2matic play, 

discussin,::, :::;haring eXDc)riences, repeating nursery rhymes, 

r3t(dlin9 stories, and sharin(' possessions." 11 In many cases, 

11. Lyons & Carnahan, ABC and me, teacher's edition, p.14. 

----------------------------------'--------



this state~ent is assumin~ much that is not there. many 

educators believe that these language experiences should 

also be a part of the readiness program itself. 

10 

Some lessons toward the end of the prograrl LJork on 

VOCabulary development by introducino certain sight words. 

There are specific lessons conc8rning such words as I, see, a, 

Liom, can, my, school, play, like, and little. Then Bhort 

sentences are formed from these learned words. 

The variety of activities suq]ested for additional use 

refer to stories and picture books or games which help instill 

a general appreciation for books. This feeling is very 

important to develop in the young reader if he is to become 

a growing, independent person. 

Left-to-right sequence is introduced ~ith the letters 

and the lessons on their sounds. The child is asked to draw 

an arrow under the word in the direction the teacher wrote. 

Then the child is to walk in that direction. ~ovem8nts of 

this manner are believed to be very helpful in retaining this 

piece of information which sometimes causes great difficulty 

in readin~l. 

There are some enrichment activities that provide for 

sequential order. An example is the following exerpt: 

Prepare a s~t of three or four pictures 
that depict a simple activity or story. 
Have the children take turns arranging 
the pictures in sequential order to 
tell the story. 12 

Listening exercises are included in some additional 

activities th-t deal with comprshension and recall. Although 

it does not seem to be a basic idea of the program, the listen

ing suggestions that are listed cculd lead to others if needed. 

One example of this kind of suggestion is shown below. First 

the story is read, and then the questions to check listening 

are given. 

12. lEid., p.3B. 



Yesterday Grandmother came to our house. 
She brought her cat, misty, with her. ~s 

soen as Grandmother took ~isty out of the 
box, misty hid under the bookshelf. She 
finally came out to jump at a ball of 
string we were playing with in front of 
the bookshelf. 
When did Grandmother alrive? Where did 
misty hide when she was taken out of the 
box? What brought Misty out from under 
the bookshelf? 13 

This whole program could be broken into individualized 

units very easily. Also small groups cOllld make qood use of 

the lessors on letters and thsir sounds. A teacher could 

draw from the worksheets Ivhatever particular sounds or 

letter recognition skills needed to be developed. This is 

probably 2 very good system to know about and have on hand 

for special case problems with letter forms and sound 

9ssociaticns. 

11 

Enrichment activities are listed for all lessons. There 

are rescurces given in the back of the Teacher's Edition, as 

well as lists of films, anthologies, and special resources 

for specific lessons. 

Level 1 is the series of materials that deals with 

readiness skills in the Scott Foresman Reading Systems. 

This series has a cspyright date of 1971. This system has 

many components which can be used in varying combinations 

to reach the goals of learning to read. The core components 

are the Studybook, an Independent ~r8ctice Pad (or rasters) 

and a manual. Additional materials include such things as 

linguistic blocks, alphabet cards, word and picture cards, 

cassettes and records, games and puzzles, and storybooks. 

All of these different materiels make possible a very intricate 

individualized system where subgroups or independents can 

work on soparate items according to specific needs. 

13. Ibid., p.92. 

---------------------------------------
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Although there is a test for the end of Level 1, there 

is no test given or suggested for beginning evaluation of 

the child's level. However, it is very possible due to the 

make-up of the Scott Foresman system, that even a "readyll 

child would benefit from some lessons in this program just 

because of its outstanding emphasis on language experience 

and development. The pictures md stories are excellent and 

induce conversations of personal opinions and experiences. 

Besides these sections dealing with lannuage, an alphabet 

section has also been included to work on letters and sounds. 

Auditory emd visual discrimination ara of great concern here. 

Developing an interest in baaks is definitely one of 

the objectives of this system. Each section makes liSE of 

at least one story cr pi::tLJre book in its lessons. Also, 

additional activities of ton refer to books. ~ew an~ 

topics are brnunht cut in these Scott Foresman bo~ks that 

just natLrally brin; out people's enthusiasm fer books. 

Left-to-right sequence is ~orked on in a natural 

manner through prcs~ntation of the man; sLories and thE 

written words. The Practice ~ad reinforces t~is teaching. 

Sequence arranging is dealt with in the stories and in the 

con v G r s a L_ 0 n san c dis c u s s ion s • Lis ten in 9 sk i 11 sal m 0 s teo m e 

naturally ~hen a cless is using this sysL0m simply because 

the rate of interest is so hiqh in the types of stories 

presented. 

Therp is no dot..:bt ab'llt enrichment and supplenE!ntary 

activities being prcvided and suggcsteJ by Scott Foresmen. 

One look at the array of materials and the masters provided 

assures a teacher that rpscurces ~d ideas will be no problem. 

The r.;acl;~ilL::n readinCi readiness textbooks are called 

We Begin and How We ~. These are both copyrighted 1970. 



The ~!uide to l!Je 8 eqin list s some sourc es for ac~vance 

information abcut the chil~ls readiness capabilities, and 

this list includes intelligence tests and readiness tests 

13 

as well as kindergarten records, parent-teacher conferences, 

tests of eyesight and hearing, and tests of psycholinguistic 

abilities. 14 In addition, ~acmillan does assert that the first 

readiness book, We Begin, should be used as a diaonostic test. 

The book is purposely short so that it avoids holding back 

from ac tU211 reading any able st u den t s. A seC'ln d rea dine ss 

book, How We Head, is then provided for ex:ended work on 

readiness abilities. This wculd appear to be a very good 

diagnostic, as well as developmental, readiness program. 

Visual discrimination is a big part of the lessons 

which deal with numbers, colors, and letters. Some sections 

on concepts for alike, different, and the same also cont.ribute 

to training in visual perception. Each teachinq unit has a 

whole section on Auditory Perception with activities that 

are suggested to accompany a specific lesson. 

Language experiences and vocabulary devel-pment are 

both increased throuqh the lessons in a section called 

Language Development. This is another source of enrichment 

and furthering activities that the teacher can use and add to 

in order to meet individual needs. 

The best opportunities for individualizing this program 

come not in its format, but in its many varied sup~lementary 

activities. These suggestions are quite good and cculd be 

adjusted to many different levels of groups. There is one 

section on ~rovision for Individual Differences in every lesson, 

so it is clear that the individual is rated very highly in this 

program. 

many of the beginning lessons are particularly concerned 

with left-to-right sequence. The cuide continually mentions 

dem8nstrations of the mOVEment so that the children are 

actually eware of it. 

14. ill E. Be q in, p. 9 • 

---------------_._--_._--. 
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The enrichment activities are particularly numerous, and 

they incorporate games, poems, and sanDs as well as worksheets 

and problEms into the regular readiness program. many of these 

enrichment activities help develop an interest in beaks. Also, 

related activities are always listed which often include book 

titles th2.t would be ap;:ropriate to the specific lesson or 

concept. Creative arts are also correlated constantly with 

the reading exercises. In some les8ons, creative dramatics are 

encouraged to help develop an idea. A good example is the 

following: 

Ask the pupils to shnw in turn how 
they would touch something that is 
hot. Let them make their o~n inter
pretive gestures. If encoLlraqed to 
do so, young children will do this 
very meaningfully. Then ask them to 
show how they would touch something 
soft, something heavy, something 
prickly, something hard. Continue 
with any other words-dSscriptive 15 
of feelinqs which they have named. 

Besides these enrichment ideas that are so abundant, 

Macmillan offers supplementary materials in the form of 

story cards, a display stand, and duplicating masters. 

There is definitely much here for a good individualized 

readiness program. 

The reader is free to make his own comparisons of 

these systems based on these evaluations. They will each 

differ according to what sort of abilities one is wishing 

to find helpful items for. A teacher in search of a good 

program should also go further into other systems, applying 

some of these same criteria so that the evaluations are 

somewhat comparable. 

15 • .!J?i9.., p.192. 

----------------------------------_.---------



This writer believes that the best system would be 

one in which several readers were available and the teacher 

were at liberty to deviso her own proqram according to the 

specific needs of her class. If this were the case, all of 

the programs discussed in this paper would be useful in 

some way. Scott Foresman is particularly good for language 

experience exercises and vocabulary development; macmillan 

is outstanding in extra enrichment activities; Houghtcn 

mifflin is good for comprehension skills; and Lycns & 
Carnahan ~s excellent on letter-sound associations and 

auditory discrimination. 

If, on the other hand, only one basal reader were to 

be used, and this writer were to choose which one, it would 

be a batt:e between Scott Foresman and macmillan. Scott 

Foresman has such interesting material that it is hard to 

pass up, but Macmillan has a very relevant overall format. 

All in all, these new programs are quite encouraging to 

new teachers who are lea~ning about reading disabilities 

and teaching problems. 

15 



SUmmARY 

As can be readily seen by the foregoing evaluation, 

each system enphasizes different aspects of the total 

reading readiness program. This is not necessarily bad. 

T his the s~. s was not ins ear c h 0 f an y .9..!J..§. be s t a 11-inc Ius i ve 

program to be offered as the savior of our readinq process. 

Instead, ~t has been concerned with the varying approaches 

and emphases placed on the different comp~nents of the 

readiness program. As was stated by the experts, different 

children respond better to different approaches, and the 

effective teacher knows of nany approaches. She is familiar 

with the philosophies of the different reading systems, and 

she can pull from them what she needs to make up a good 

individualized program for her class. 

16 

As Dolores Durkin said, "Even the very best of materials 

ought to be viewed only as a means to an end -- an end that 

is selected by a teacher as being relevant for the children 

ass i g ned -: 0 his c las s roo m • II 


